
Cross Sections and Structure Functions;
Order αs

0 (LO) processes and the Parton Model;
• Parton Distributions; Sum Rules.

Order αs
1 (NLO) QCD corrections:

• Colinear (mass) Singularity from a different 
perspective; 

• Separation of long- and short-distance physics in 
the PQCD calculation of the Structure Functions: 
Physical origin of the universal Parton 
Distributions;

Factorization in the NLO calculation.

III:  PQCD at Work: Deep Inelastic Scattering



Deep Inelastic Scattering

q

= flux factor



q

The lepton current is calculable:

gB :  EW gauge coupling 

lepton chiral couplings:

To leading order in EW coupling 
(one vector boson exchange):



Cross Section and Structure Functions

where

By the optical theorem (unitarity) the hadronic 
component is the Forward Compton Amplitude:

’



analogues of 
for space-like (vs. time-like) vector bosons

Cross Section and Structure Functions

Historical (cf. Rosenbluth formula for elastic scattering):

Modern (scaling structure functions):

Helicity (scaling helicity structure functions):

1 + cos2θ 1 - cos2θ cos θ

3 equivalent sets of Structure Functions:



λ λ’

Structure Functions

Scaling S.F.’s

Helicity S.F.’s

Relations between invariant and helicity S.F.s

At high 
energies 

|

Conversely, + -

(parity-violating)
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q
pX









Parton Model results on Structure Functions

A

a





Simple Parton Model Formulas 
embody a lot of Physics of the SM

(Again, the helicity S.F.s provide the simplest and clearest results.)

Neutrino-proton Sc. Anti-neutrino-proton Sc.



Simple Parton Model Formulas (continued)



Parton Model Sum Rules

These sum rules remain valid even when 
QCD interaction is taken into account.





Order by order calculation of Partonic S.F.’s



Next-to-leading (NLO) Calculation:





Outline of Calculation:









~ log Q/m







The Emergence of Factorization

NLO (gluon fusion term)

LO:

(No gluon term at LO.)

PDF for q/g IRS hard 
scattering



Perturbative PDFs and Hard Cross Sections

These results can be interpreted as the order αs(μ)
expansion of a multiplicative factorization formula …



Statement of Factorization Theorem for DIS

Pictorial representation, simpler (half-amplitude) version:

Pictorial representation, full 
(more accurate) version:



From the Illustrative Example to the Real World . . .
What issues need to be addressed?

What happens when we consider the other NLO 
subprocess γq→gq ?
What happens when we go to higher and higher 
orders in αs(μ); and to other processes?
What is the meaning and use of the perturbative 
“parton distribution functions” encountered in the 
calculations? (They are associated with long-distance 
physics and contain colinear and soft singularities, 
hence are infra-red unsafe.)
What does factorization of partonic cross-sections 
have to do with hadronic X-sections?



Questions continued …

Operationally, how does one calculate the IRS hard 
cross-sections which are needed in the hadronic 
factorization formulas?
How are the universal hadronic parton distribution 
functions defined and used?
Where does the scale-dependence of PDF’s come 
from? — Origin of the QCD evolution (DGLAP) 
equation.
What about the scale- and scheme-dependence of 
PQCD predictions on physical X-sections?
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